FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ILS Technologies Introduces Discover For
Yourself™
Premiere e‐discovery platform provides efficient and defensible discovery for any size case
LEWISVILLE, TX – January 31, 2011 – ILS Technologies, a trusted provider of advanced litigation support
managed services, announced today the introduction of its latest electronic discovery software called
“Discover For Yourself™”. Discover For Yourself represents ILS Technologies’ latest generation e‐
discovery platform that promotes efficient, cost‐effective data reviews while ensuring accuracy and
defensibility. The new product offers a viable option for the historically underserved market of legal
professionals handling small cases, for which premiere technology has often been financially out of
reach.
Since 2004 ILS has set new standards in delivering litigation solutions to support cases involving Fortune
50 companies and governmental agencies. In that tradition, Discover For Yourself provides an intuitive,
easy‐to‐use interface and all the robust features that are the hallmark of ILS Technologies’ discovery
tools, but in a platform that is scalable for any size case.
Because not every matter involves multiple terabytes of data, ILS offers right‐sized pricing options to
clients that need the functionality of a premium e‐discovery product but without the premium price tag.
For as little as $1,000, ILS clients can leverage all the features of Discover For Yourself in a fully managed
project that includes processing for up to eight gigabytes of data and hosting for up to 24 months.
Clients have the option to scale up as a project size increases. Pricing will scale respectively.
Discover For Yourself features include:
• File Processing – Processes more than 3,700 file types including multiple e‐mail formats,
Concordance load files, and scanned hard copies with precision and accuracy.
•

Review Interface –Intuitive, user‐friendly interface includes features from document coding and
redaction to highlighted search hits.

•

Analysis – Automatically removes exact duplicates from a dataset, identifies similar documents,
locates documents related to a particular subject, and determines file types.

•

Utilities –Includes robust search capabilities, filters, document grouping, and folder trees
designed to help locate and manage data more effectively.

•

Case Management – Administrators may control user access levels, organize cases for iterative
workflows, and generate useful reports for case analysis and defensible record management.

•

Production Output – Produces documents in a variety of formats including native file and TIFF
formats with permanent redactions and bates numbering.

ILS Technologies is featuring its new Discover For Yourself software at LegalTech New York, January 31 –
February 2. Visit ILS at booth #1614 to learn more or see a product demonstration.
About ILS Technologies
Since 2004, ILS has delivered products and services that ensure efficient, cost‐effective and accurate
electronic data discovery. Leveraging unique expertise and industry experience in corporate and
government litigation, ILS resolves even the most complex challenges in electronic data discovery while
setting new industry standards for e‐discovery service. For more information visit www.ILSTech.com.
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